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ABSTRACT:

It is knOlM that diUspent fape-ooUeotion Btpategies have

d-ifferoent passenger> boaTlding and alighting pates faY' stpe,.t··ba••'

public troanspor>t ser'v-tces.

This paper> Y'ev·ie1JJ8 vaPiou8 modeZ 8

of stop aBY'vice times and summansea the ava·itabl,e empiroical
obsepvations of boapding and aZighting pates.
It then
examines the effeot of' diffepent aver>age booming mtes, and
coeffiaienta of' vaT"iation oj' boar>ding .,.ate8~ on the Y'oute
peY',f01'"17lC1:lWB of a tpam sBl'vice. The a:nal.ysisia condueted using
the TRAMS (Tmnsit Route Aninv;tion and ModelUng by Simulation)
pilCkage. This modelUng p=kage is briefly desoribed ",ith
paT'tiaulal' attent·i,on being paid to the passenger' aroroivats
subrooutine, the alighting passenger's 8Ub.,.outine~ and the tr0.m
atop ae1'viee times subY'outine. As a roesuZ,t of the analysis,
it is found that st01.JeT' boa1"d-ing 1"ates pT'oduee a slO1.Je1" and
tess 1"eliabte seT'v{ee atong the T'oute. The vanability of
boaT'ding T'ates has no effeet on 1"oute tr>avel time but does
~ontnbute to gT'eate1" unT'etiability in level-o!-seT'viee.
It
is ~onaluded that these level-of-se1"j)i~e ef'j'eats need to be
aonside1"ed when assessing the ef.'fe~t of ~hangesin ,faroecoUe~tion st1"ateg'ies.
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THE SECONDARY EFFECTS OF FARE-COLLECTION STRATEGIES

RATEGIES
INTRODUCTION

Public transport operators and managers have found themselves under increasing pressure in recent years because of conflicting expectations fr'om different groups in the community.
On the one hand, publ ic transport users demand
better levels of service and no increase in fares, whilst on the other hand the
general community and the Government Treasury demand that the public transport
financial deficit be reduced, or at least curtailed.
Given these pr'essures,
i c transport manager s are conti nuall y look i ng for methods by whi ch the
vity of the publ ic transport system may be enhanced.
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In the field of street-based public transport, an area which has received
attention in this respect is that of staffing policies; in particular, the
about whether to have one-man or two-man-operation of public transport
cles has been lengthy and vigorous" Investigations of one-man-operation have
not just staffing policies, but also vehicle design and fare-collection
,tracE'" es. All three mu,t be well-integrated if an acceptable one-man operating
is to be devised.
In considering this question, it is obvious that the effects of one-man
go well beyond the immediately apparent staff cost savings. In particthe choice of fare-collection strategy has a large influence on whether'
sion to one-man operation will ultimatelY prove to be beneficial or not.
boarding the vehicle is slowed down by the one-man operation fare-collection
then it is possible that the degradation in level-of-service provided
gh the immediate staff cost savings per vehicle 'So that, overall, the

is less productive.
Obviously, conversion to one-man operation needs
analysis of the operational, financial and economic consequences.
This paper makes a contribution to this analysis by examining the effects
different boarding rates on the route performance of a tram system. Boarding
are a critical variable in that they most concisely describe the operatper forma nee of di fferent fare-coll ect i on str ategi es. Route performance is
"n"esSE'd in terms of aver-age passenger tr'avel time, aver'age passenger' waiting
vehicle bunching, f'oute travel time and a number' of other level-of-ser-vice
measures"
The analysis is performed using the TRAMS (Transit Route
on and Modell i ng by Simul ati on) package, and uses as a case study exampl e

based on an actual tr'am route in Melbour'ne.

Fare-collection

strategies

for

street-based

public

transport

may

be

fi ed under thr'ee maj or' headi ngs;
two-man-oper'ati on wher'e the conductor
lects fares, one-man,:"operation where the driver collects fares, and one-manon where the driver does not collect fares"
o.ti",,,,

Within each of these class-

there are a number of different alternatives.

InCltwo-man-operation, the conductor' may function in one of two ways"
may either be a roving conductor who moves through the vehicle collecting

from passengers whilst the vehicle is in motion, or else
with passengers paying their

he

may be

fares as they file past the conductor's
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position after entering the vehicle. Examples of these two methods of
are respectively the W-class (green) tram and the Z-class (orange) tram
;n Melbourne"

One-man-operation with far'e collection by the driver' gives rise to a
range of boarding time rates, depending upon the details of the fare-call
pr'ocedure and the nature of the fares char'ged. Two major options fOf' fare col
eetion are to either accept exact fares only or else for the dr'iver to be able
give change to passengers. As will be seen later, the former f'esults in a ",.-._./<&
boarding f'ate, whilst the latter' is more conducive to good customer rel
The degree of difference between these two options also depends on the nature
the fares charged.
For example, are they flat fares, finely graduated

vehicle
propose
enger 5

are fOL
times ~

(i)

according to distance travelled, zone far'es, free tr'ansfer's requ;r';ng no
ticket purchase, or season tickets? Each of these alternatives will have di
ent boarding rates and hence differ'ent impacts on the route performance of
service.
One-man-operation with fares not collected by the driver means
fares must be collected in some other fashion - unless of course the pUbl
transport service is fr'ee, at the point of usage, to users.
One of the
popular methods of automatic fare collection is the exact-change fare box"
method has been in use in North American services for many years.
A mi
though important, aspect of this system is whether the fare is single-coin
multiple-coin; single-coin fares give slightly faster' boarding rates but
becoming incr'easingly difficult in these days of high inflation"
Watts
Naysmith (1980) note the need for a coin of value greater than 50p (in
U"K.).
Other methods of payment include the use of pay-turnstiles on board
vehicle (although these are often seen as being an unreliable hinderance),
the use of credit card and magnetised ticket-r'eaders.
A complete alternative to the above methods is the II pr
system, in which there ar'e no turnstiles or' bar'r'ier'S to entry and no
fare payment on boarding the vehicle. All that is required is that the user
a valid ticket which must be produced if required"
Ticket inspectors per
r'andom checks for fare evasion, and the penalty imposed must be such that
expected cost of purchasing a ticket be no more than the expected cost (incl
penalties) of not purchasing a ticket. Given this general approach to fare col
ection, the r'ange of ticket-selling procedures is quite wide.
Tickets
purchased from ticket-sellers at major stops, season tickets may be used,
of tickets could be bought from newsagents or other stores, tickets may be
chased from ticket-selling machines (either at stops or on-board the
tickets may be pur'chased from driver's (at a pr'emium price), or users could
elect to pay the penalty when caught without a ticket..
In a
system, with appropriate penalty charges and a systematic
roster, this last method of payment would be quite legitimate
be thought of as a crime of fare evasion ..
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A major advantage of the proof-of-payment system is that it results in
very quick boarding rate and hence a higher level-of-service to users"
It a1
allows consider'ab1e fr'eedom in vehicle design because there is now no need
all boarding passengers to file past the driver. Wide central doors arid arti
lated vehicles become distinct possibilities.
A disadvantage of proo" n<F_
p~yment systems is that operators can no longer obtain r'ider'ship statistics
tlcket sales, and may therefore have to conduct special sample surveys to
ridership details.
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Given the wide variety of fare-collection strategies and associated
designs, it is not sur'prising that a number of different models have been
~",nosed to predict service time at a stop as a function of the numbers of passs boarding and alighting from the vehicle at that stop. In summary, there
four basic models which have been proposed for the prediction of service
The Sequential Model
T

i

where:

T.
A'

B'
y'
~

S

y+o:A

+13

B
i
i
service time at stop i
no. of alighting passengers at stop i
no. of boarding passengers at stop i
= dead time
= alighting time per passenger
= boarding time per passenger

(1)

This model is likely to be appropriate where boarding and alighting takes
through the same door, and hence proceed sequentially (alighting usually
ng boarding). The dead time y accounts for the time lost at the beginning
end of the stopping manoeuvre and is a function of the presence or absence of
on the vehicle, the nature of any door interlacking device fitted to the
e (e.g. a transmission interlock which prevents doors being opened until
vehicle is stopped; an acceleration interlock which prevents the vehicle
ng aff until the doors are closed), and the layout of the stap (e.g. safety
boarding Vs laading from the kerb).
The coefficients ~ and S depend prilyon the fare collection system employed, but may also vary with the time of
(peak Vs off-peak), and with the type of passenger being served (e.g. elderly
infirm), the current occupancy of the vehicle, and the amount of baggage
by passengers.
The Interaction Model

(2)
This model is again applicable to a single door vehicle but instead of
ng camp 1ete independence between boar d and a1i ght i ng events, ita11 ows for
possibil ity of interaction between the two streams of passengers .. The coef<5 may be either positive or negative, accounting either' for confl icting
congestive effects or for overlapping baarding and alighting flows.
Simultaneous Model

that it results i
to users. It
is now no need
al doors arid
lantage of ",c.n'..nt.
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:!

Ti

=

max

[:::

:~;]

(3)

model is appropriate when the vehicle has separate doors for
a1i ght i ng..
In thi s case, both pr ocesses may occ:" si mu ltaneous 1y
the service time will be determined by whichever process takes the longer
this model, different dead times are allowed for boarding and alighting
to account far the effect of di fferent types of door inter lock i ng
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(iv)

The Multi-rate Boarding Model

<x

(4 )

two-door

(B"1 - x)

tial, 11

Under some cir'cumstances, in any of the first thr'ee models, the
time (T Bi ) may best be explained by means of a multi-rate boarding process"
for the tirst x boarding passengers, boarding takes places at a rate of Bl secondill
per'

passenger.

Above

this number,

loadi ng
Boar dmar

extra

passenger's boar'd

at a slower

of ~2 seconds per passenger.
This situation may occur', fOf' example,
boarding passengers must pay fares at a turnstile, or to a seated conductor
uated inside the vehicle, and where there is only enough queuing space for
passengers within the vehicle.
Some Empirical Observations

interpr'E
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In all the above models, the parameter's oc, B, y and 0 must be
by empirical observation.
Surprisingly, for such a basic measure
transport vehicle performance, there is little evidence of reported
the transport 1 iterature.
One major U.K. study (Cundill and Watts, 1973),
major" U.S. study (Kraft and Bergen, 1974) and a number of smaller studies
prise the literature on the subject. Some limited information on the Mel
tram system is also available (Fouvy, 1972; Fraser, 19BO; Hawke and Yem,
Whilst the analysis reported later in this paper is not dependent on parti
values of boarding and alighting rates, it is informative at this stage to
the empirical values reported in the literature, for different vehicle desi9n
fare-collection strategy configurations, to obtain an idea of the range of val
likely to be met in practice.
Cundill and Watts (1973) report on a major study of bus boarding
alighting times carried out in various cities in the U.K. Their study covered
wide range of bus designs and fare-collection strategies.
They found that
linear sequential model was satisfactory for one-door buses whilst a simul
model described two-door operation. They found little justification for usi
non-linear or multi-rate model, although they did show that a multi-rate
caul d be constr ucted for some automati Cot i cketi ng.machi ne vehi cl es. They
that the alighting rate was similar for all vehicles studied with values
from 1 to 1.6 seconds.
Boarding rates ranged from 1 to 2 seconds for t~~;:~:::~1
operation, and from 2.3 to 5 seconds for one-man-operation.
Exact fare
were at the lowe, end of this range whilst procedures requiring drivers
change and provide information were at the upper end. The dead times ranged
1 to 7 seconds with the presence and type of interlocking device being the
contr i buting factor to long dead times"

other s
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Kraft and Bergen (1974) report on studies of U.S" bus loading and unrates.
Their report supersedes some earlier studies by Kraft and
(1969) and Boardman and Kraft (1970). They studied both one-door and
operation and used stepwise regr'ession analysis to fit either sequeninteraction or simultaneous models to the data. Their results should be
with caution, however', because of two featur'es of their study.
the data were collected such that Ilpassenger' service times wer'e recor'ded
moment the doors opened until the 1ast passenger al i ghted from or boardthe vehicle""
This is in contrast to other studies which start timing from
moment the vehicle stops and continues until the vehicle moves off (or is
to move off). The data collection method therefore means that dead times
be underestimated, especially in view of Cundill and Watts (1973) comments
door interlocking devices.
In fact, many of Kraft and Bergen's (1974)
:0'''0'« on equations imply dead times of less than zero.
The second problem is
for several options, data were collected only over a limited range of board.,
and alightings.
This therefore limits the usefulness of the equations in
studies and gives a false impression of the meaning of each of the model
.,,",OTO' s.

Irrespective of the above limitations, some of the overall conclusions of
and Bergen (1974) are worth noting:
(i)

Morning and evening peak period results are similar,
but off-peak boarding and alighting rates are
greater than peak period rates.

(ii)

Exact fare systems save between 1.4 and 2.6 seconds
per passenger in boarding operations (this compares
with a saving of 3 seconds given by Cundill and
Watts (1973)).

(iii)

Alighting rates were fairly
range of 1.0 to 1,,4 seconds.

constant within

the

Jordan and Turnquist (1979) quote a dead time of 2.25 seconds and a
rate of 2.71 seconds per passenger from a sample of 92 stopping manin
Chicago"
Unfortunately, they do not describe the type of bus in
and hence not much can be made of these mean values. It;s of interest
that th'lf, state that the variance of the stopping times was constant (and
to 8 sec. ) for all boarding numbers greater than one (and up to twelve).
constrasts with the statement by Cundill and Watts (1973) that "the variance

'"",rii,,"

stop time was found to increase with the number' of persons handled

ll •

From a

e distribution of stop times for one passenger boarding a tWO-doorway oneon bus (Cundill and Watts, 1973) it is possible to calculate that the
of variation for a single boar'ding is approximately unity. The value
meagre results on boarding time variability will be apparent later in
paper"
The only study in which alighting rates were found to be very different
1.0 to 1.5 seconds was by Nelson (1976), in which he described the operation
a cr'edit car'd fare collection system. In this system, fares wef'e fixed acco('to distance travelled. This required that a credit card be inserted into a
machine at the beginning and end of the trip.
In this study, both
and alighting rates were found to be approximately 4 seconds per
eRl'lW'H~lfp,mi
t2tU",v
that it is the ticketing procedure
/le uDarcdl.earlv
lng ~n ddeIDonstr.ates
allghtlng rate.
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The dependence on ticketing procedure is also
rates quoted by Grigg (1982). He gives boardin9 rates
roving conductors and proof-of-payment systems, 3.0 to
one-man-operation systems, and 3.5 to 8.0 seconds for
with one-man ..operation.

clearly shown in boardin
of 1.5 to 2.5 seconds f
5.0 seconds for flat-far
graduated and zone far

Whilst the above studies serve to set some general guidelines for stree
based public transport boarding and alighting rates, data relating specifical
to the vehicles under consideration in this study would be useful. In discuss;
Melbourne public transport services, Fouvy (1972) quotes a free-flow boarding
alighting rate of 1.5 to 2.0 seconds per passenger and a one-man-.operation tick
selling rate of 3 .. 75 seconds per passenger.
More specific published data
boarding and alighting rates for Melbourne trams is, however, not available.
In an unpublished thesis project, Fraser (1980) provides information
boarding rates for Melbourne's Z-class tram and W-class tram.
The Z-cla
boarding rate is a multi-rate model (as first described by Cundill and Wat
(1973)) of the form:
{
T =
i

5 + 1..4 Bi
19 + 2.4 (B
43 + 4.0 (B

i
i

- 10)
- 20)

( 0 < Bi < 10)
(10 < B < 20)
i
(20 < B < 40)
i

( 5)

2.. 5 + D.B5 Ai + 0.. 85 Bi

(A + B < 10)

(6)

Whilst these two relationships provide starting points, they can not
accepted completely because no details were provided as to how they were deri
and no indication was given of the variability of service time at each point

the cur've.

Also, for the Z-class, no information was provided on alinhiH"",'i1

rates.
Therefor'e, a mor'e compr'ehensive study was undertaken to measure
and alighting rates on Z-class trams. This study (Hawke and Vem, 1981) ex ami
boarding and alighting rates for Z-class trams on the East Burwood tram route
the morning peak period.
Data was obtained for 125 boarding events within
range of I to 9 boarders, and 124 alighting events within the range of I to
alighters. A simultaneous model was fitted to the data to yield:
Max

4.3 + 1.0 Ai]
[ 4.5 + 1.4 Bi

(0 < Ai < 26)

(0 < B < 9)
i

(7)

The boarding rate model agrees almost perfectly with that given by
(1981), whilst the alighting rate of 1.0 seconds per passenger falls within
range given by most other studies (i.e. 1..0 <. < 1.5).
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In addition to the mean values of the rates given in equation (7), this
also allowed investigation of the variance in boarding and alighting
The variances in boarding and alighting rates for boarding numbers up to
and al i ghti ng numbers up to 6 (beyond whi ch sampl e si zes were too small to
meaningful calculation of the variance) are shown in Figure 1. It appears
the data collected in this study would tend to reinfor'ce the finding of
1 and Watts (1973) rather than that of Jordan and Turnquist (1979) i.e.
increases with incr'easing numbers of boarder's

+ B < 10)

(6)

oints, they can not
I

alighters f'ather than

Consider, then, the proposition that successive boarding or alighting
are independent of each other. In this case, the variance of the boarding
for n boarders is equal to n times the variance in the boarding time for one
If the variance in dead time is assumed to be zero, then the relationps shown in Figure 1 should be represented by straight lines passing through

origin.
( 5)

Of'

ning constant. To infer any more from Figure 1 about the form of a definite
ationship would, however, be difficult without a specific behavioural
hvpotr,es1 s.

Least-squares estimates of these lines are overlaid in Figuf'e 1 on

actual data points. Whil st being far from a perfect fit, the assumption of
between successive boardings or alightings does provide a useful
relationship in an attempt to describe the variability of boarding and
times. All that is needed to quantifY this relationship is the coefof variation for single boarding and alighting events. From the lines of
fit shown in Figure 1, the coefficient of variation for a single boar'ding,
that the average boarding rate is 1.4 seconds per passenger, 0.8, whilst
coefficient of variation for a single alighting is 0.75. These values are in
agreement with the value of 1.0 derived from Cundill and Watts (1973)"
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The Variance of Boarding and Alighting Times
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This review of boarding and alighting rate models, supplemented by

empirical observations, has served to provide some background to the anal
canied out in the r'emainder' of this papef'. In particular, it has given a
ing for

the range of boarding and alighting rates likely to be encountered

pr act i ce, together- wi th some pass i b1e va 1ues of the cDeff; c i ents of va f'i

DOi"d;''''.

Obviously, more empirical observations are needed to fully quantify the
and alighting rate models for Australian conditions ..
In particular, the
tion in boarding and alighting rates is a topic where very little is known ..

fact th,

prevente
vehicles
unloadi r
of the
for it t

THE TRAMS PACKAGE

arrival s

The TRAMS (Transit Route Animation and Modelling by Simulation)
is a vehicle-by-vehicle simulation model which simulates the movement of i
idual trams as they traver'se a user-spec; fied route.
The model str'ucture
characteristics have been described previosuly (Vandebona and Richardson,
1982a; 1982b) and will not be described in detail in this paper.
Bri
though, the model accepts inputs describing the route, the vehicles, the ext.,",;,.
en v; ronment, and the passenger' demand patter'n over time and space. The
then 5 i mu1ates tr'am movements on the route for a spec i fi ed time per'; od, and
outputs a wide ar'ray of route per'formance meaSUf'es.

the

of the

The simulation model operates by reference to a series of submodels
generate stochastic outputs for
handle the generation of:

(i )
(i i )

further

use in the model..

The major

Vehicle char'acteristics
Link travel time

(i v)
(v)

Passenger' arrivals at tram stops

i nt

arrival s
stochast
bounds a
added t(

vious tr

ular st{
passenge
it appro
alightin
alightin
subseque
of aligt

Departure time from terminus

(i i i )

rate at

lognorma
reasonab

Al ighting passengers from trams

(vi)
Tram stop service times
(vi i ) Traffic signal phasing and timing
(viii) Right turning traffic arrivals and departures.

alighti n
Tram Sto

The details of many of these submodels have been described previously.
paper, reference will only be made to three of these submodel s:
pass"ngerjl
arTi va 1s, al i ghti ng passenger's, and tram stop servi ce times.

actua llY
tram wil

enger's ",

Passenger Arrivals Submodel

full.
(
it is bl

The generation of passenger atrivals at tram stops is based on two
specified inputs; the distribution of passenger boardings along the route and
distribution of total passenger' boardings over the period of the simul
This two-dimensional passenger boardings matrix may be either a reflection

long-term aver'age passenger' boar'ding values or else it may be an estimate
anticipated passenger boardings.

needed t
alighter

determi nl
Some pa s
the

Determination

of the number

arrives is· performed as follows..

of passengers at

the stop when

The expected arrival

the

time of the tram

firstly calculated as the time when it would actually stop at the tram stop,
it in fact does stop. Note that the tram stop is not a point, but is actuall
zone with a default length equal to that of two trams. This is to allow for
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little is known.

by Simulation) packa
the movement of i ndi
he model structure a
and Ri chardson, 198
this paper.
Briefl

vehicles, the exter
and space"

that at tram stops immediately upstr'eam of traffic signals, the tram may be
from r'eachi ng its desi gnated stoppi ng poi nt by a queue of motor
waiting at the signals. In such a case, it is assumed that loading and
oading will take place immediately if the tram stops within two tram lengths
the designated stop, i.e. passengers will walk to the tram rather than wait
it to come to them.
'
Given the arrival time at the stop, the expected number of passenger
vals in the period between the depature of the previous tram and the arrival
the current tram is calculated by multiplying the average passenger arrival
at this stop and time of day (as given by the passenger boardings matrix) by
inter -tr am per i od.
A 1ognorma 1 gener'ator with the expected number of
vals as the mean and a pr'especified coefficient of var'iation then generates a
itllchas'''C number of passenger arrivals, which is then checked for reasonable
and rounded off stochastically. This number of passenger arrivals is then
to the number of passengers (if any) who were left waiting when the pretram departed to obtain the number waiting when the current tram arrives.

The

time period, and

j

The generation of passengers who wish to alight from a tram at a particstop takes account of the overall distributions of boarding and alighting
n,<;seno'''s along the route and the number of passengers currently in the tram as
'nI>roacl,es a stop. As a tram approaches a stop, the probability of passengers
at the next stop is known from a consideration of the total numbers
at this and subsequent stops and the numbers yet to board at this and
sullSeqUi,nt stops.
Given the current occupancy of the tram, the expected number
ghting passengers can be calculated.
This number is then fed through a
1l0nlOrlna
gener ator with prespecifi ed coeHi c ient of var i ati on, checked for
re"sonal,le bounds and rounded off stochastically to produce the number of
ng passengers at the next stop.

s.
~d

pr'ev;ously.
submodels:

s.

5

The first task which this submodel performs is to check whether the tram
ly does stop at the tram stop. If there is an alighting passenger then the
will always stop. If there are no alighting passengers but there are passwanting to board, then the tr'am will stop provided that the tram is not
Otherwise the tram will proceed through the stop without stopping, unless
blocked by a previous tram which is waiting at the stop.

;s based on two

along the route
iod of the simul
either a refl ecti
may be an est;

he stop when the
1 time of the
op at the tram
loint, but is
'his is to allow

Assuming that the tram will stop, the submodel then calculates the time
to service boarding and alighting passengers.
Although the number of
s can be determined before the tram stops, it is not possible to exactly
ne the total number of boarders until the tram leaves the stop because
passengers (the so··called "r'unners") will not arr'ive at the stop until after
tram has stopped and is engaged in loading passengers who are al ready
ng. In this stud.y reported in this paper', a simultaneous service time model
used to reflect the use of two-door trams on the route.
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The final determinant of tram stop service times is the capacity
tram itself. Obviously when the tram is full, no further passengers can

The definition of llfull

ll

,

however, is somewhat subjective.

Rather than

rigid definition of vehicle capacity, the boarding submodel compares
of passengers waiting to board with the number of spaces left on the
the number of boarder's does not exceed the number of spaces by more
then all boarders will be allowed to board. This avoids the situation
one or' two people are left standing at the stop and is a reasonable

to the discretion shown by dr'ivers and conductors..

the
tram.
than
where

If, however', the

is greater than five, then the tram will only accept boarders up to its
capacity before leaving the stop" This situation is more characteristic of
peak-hour loading situations.
The capacity restraint affects the tram

ser'vice time, however, only when boardings ar'e the critical
service time pr'Qcess.

element in

THE SIMULATION STUDY
The objective of the study was to examine the effect of different
collection strategies on the tram performance along a route.
Different
collection strategies are reflected quantitatively in terms of different
rate parameters.
It is assumed that no other factors (such as alighting
and dead times) are affected by the changes in fare collection strategies.
changes are tested with refer'ence to a spec; fic f'Dute structur'e as descf';
below.
Simulation Inputs
Rather than test the effect of fare collection strategies on a compl
hypothetical route, the study reported herein was based on Melbourne
Metr opol itan Tramways Boar d Route No.75 whi ch runs between East Burwood and
City. The route is approximately IBkm in length, contains 73 regular stops
passes through 32 signalised intersections. Whilst the route used in this
is not identical in all r'espects to the East Burwood route, the use of the
as a basis ensures that ther'e ar'e f'ealistic assumptions about stop spacing
the placement of tram stops relative to signalised intersections"
In addi
passenger boarding and alighting distributions were based, fairly generally,
1 imited observati ons of patronage dur i ng the morni ng peak per i od"

In addition to the general route descr'iption, a number of specific
Some of the
parameters must be specified to enable the model to run.

impor'tant parameter's, and the values used in this analysis are:
(i )
(i i )
(i i i )

(i v)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(i x)
(x)
(xi)
(x i i )
(~iiil
tX1

v

Tram cruise speed = 50 kph 2
Acceleration rate = 1.25 m/s
Deceleration r'ate = 1.50 m/s 2
Passenger alighting rate = 1.0 seconds
Alighting r'ate coefficient of variation (C.O.V)
Boarding dead time = 4.5 seconds
Alighting dead time = 4.5 seconds
Boarding dead time C.O.V. = 0.1
Alighting dead time C.O.V. = 0.1
Tram Capacity = 75
Tram Seating Capacity = 52
Simulation Period = 7am to 9am
Average headway = 5 minutes
Number of simUlation repetitions
10
110
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In testing the effect of var'iations in boar'ding rate, the simul ation was
a f'ange of aver'age boar'ding rates and fOf' a range of single-passengercoefficients of variation.
Given the results of previous empirical
ons described earlier in this paper, it was decided to test average

is the capacity
passengers can
,,, Rather than
del compares the
; I eft on the tr am"
f'

aces by

mote

ng rates in the range of 1.0 to 8.0 seconds per passenger.

than

amount of information on this parameter.
Given that the limited
",,,rn,.';nn available indicated a value in the vicinity of 1.0, it was decided to

the situation where

reasonable

for values on either side of this coefficient of variation"

however', the

empirical observation it was felt that this range would cover' the values
kely to be encountered in pr'acticee Within the r'ange of aver'age boar'ding rates
coefficients of variation, any fare-collection str'ategy for a two-door tr'am
be identified, r'angin9 fr'om proof-of-payment or two-man-oper'ation up to one-

element in

"::~~~~~,~~ation with the driver

ri

ffect of di fferent
f'oute.
Di fferent
ms of di ffer'ent
'such as alighting
iection strategies"
str uctuf'e

as

:rategies on a compl

,ased
~en

on

Mel

East Burwood

At one extreme

coefficient of variation was set to zero (i.e. perfectly regular boarding)
1st at the other extreme a very high value of 4.0 was selected..
Pending

ders up to its
characteristic of
affects the tram

ritical

The selection

a range for the coefficient of variation was more difficult because of the

collecting graduated fares and giving change to

s"

ts
The results of the simulation can be presented in terms of the effect on
productivity, and the effect on the level-of-service offered to passengers.

Route Productivity
To the operator, the productivity of the service will be reflected prily in terms of the tram travel time along the route and the variability of
tr'avel time. These measures will determine the number' of trams r'equired to
n a specific frequency along the route. To the operator, costs or savings
by changes in fare-collection strategy must be offset against costs or'
exper'ienced as a result of changes in the fleet numbers required to
n a specified route frequency.

ins 73 regul ar
route used in this

te, the use of the
about stop spaci
~rsecti ons..
In
,d, fai rly general
period.
number of specific
Some of the
run.
5 are:

The route travel times obtained for differ'ent values of average boarding
and boarding rate coefficients of variation, ar'e shown in Figure 2.
r'oute travel times increase as the average boarding time per
increases.
Route tr'avel times increase fr'om 46 minutes to 57 minutes
boarding time per passenger changes from the lowest value tested
e to a two-man roving conductor operation, or a one-man proof-of-

operation) up to the highest value tested (applicable to a one-manwith the driver collecting graduated fares and giving change).
ng that the return trip is similarly affected, the change in route travel
is equivalent to a 20% reduction in productivity of the vehicles on that

i"""";M

Thus extra costs would be incurred in maintaining the service frequency
routee
Note that apart from one extreme case, the boarding r'ate
ent of variation appears to have no effect on the average route tr'avel

"O.V)
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The extent to which route travel time vari abil ity is affected by
in the boarding rate is shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that the
bil ity referred to herein is the variabil ity across individual vehicles in
morning peak period. It can be seen that the variabil ity of travel time rises
the boarding rate slows down. Slower boarding times therefore produce a sl
and mar e var i able ser vi ce in terms of route travel time.
Bot h these occ,,·,;!1
would need to be taken account of when assessing vehicle productivity on
route. In addition to the effect of average boarding rate on the variabili
route travel time, there is also a small, but statistically significant,
of the coefficient of variation of boarding rate on the variability of tr

time.
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In addition to the changes in productivity described above, the use of
fare-collection strategies will result in changes in the level of

Ho.·••'+

y is affected by
le noted that the
ndividua1 vehicles
, of tr'avel time ri
er'efore produce a
me.
Both these
c1e productivity on
Ite on the vari abi 1it
:a11y significant,
he variabil ity of

ce offered tQ passenger's.
Figure 4 shows the 'changes in average passenger
time as a function of the average and coefficient of variation of the
rate..
It can be seen that the average travel time increases subfrom 14 minutes to 18 minutes as the boarding rate changes from 1 to 8
per passenger. The rate of change ;s near linear and ;s dependent on the
boardings along the route.
Routes with higher patronage would
be more affected by changes in the boarding rate.
Once again ,the
passenger' travel time appears to be independent of the coefficient of
nf boarding rate, except fof' combinations of high average boar'ding
and hi gh coeffi ci ents of var i at i on.
These combi nat ions may however be
stic in practice, and so one may conclude that generally passenger travel
are independent of the boar'ding r'ate coefficient of variation.

One featuf'e of public transport services which is often seen as being a
of the rel iabil ity of the service is the tendency of vehicles to form
Ideally, operators and passengers would prefer vehicles to maintain
initial separation over' the entire length of the r'oute"
Breakdowns in
regularity are highlighted by the appearance of bunches. Figure 5 shows
in average bunch size with changes in boarding rate. At the fastest
rate (1 second/passenger), approximately 4% of the trams are in
At the slowest boarding rate, approximately 20% of trams are in
This incr'ease in bunching is due to the very slow boar'ding rates
excessive service times which tr'igger' off the for'mation of bunches"
(For
iption of the bunching process, see Vandebona' and Richar'dson
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(19 82b )).
significant
coef fi ci ent
result in an

Once again increases in the coefficient of variation have no
effect, except for combinations of high boarding rate and high
of vari at i on.
In these cases t hi gher' coeffici ents of var i ati on
incr'cased tendency for trams to form bunches.

The combination of slower and mor'e if'regular service r'esults in an
incr'ease in the average passenger waiting time as shown in Figur'e 6. In changing
from the fastest to the slowest boarding rate, average waiting time changes from
3 minutes to 4 minutes.
Given that passengers are generally thought to value
waiting time more highly than they value on-board travel time (by a factor of
perhaps 2.5), this change represents an effective increase of 2.5 minutes
compared to the change in average travel time of 4 minutes.
With respect to
waiting time, the coefficient of variation of boarding rate has a small, though
statistically significant, effect for all average boarding rates except the
quickest.
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Another 1evel-of-servi ce measur'e, whi ch is per-haps even mor'e
perceived by passengers as a measur'e of waiting, is the probability of being

at a stop as a tram either departs the stop with a full load or else does
even stop because it is already full.
Whilst waiting time is measured
continuous scale, being left at a stop is measur'ed on a discontinuous
experiencing increased waiting time may not be perceived, but being left at

stop is unlikelY not to be perceived (and complained about).
this measure is shown in Figure 7.

The variation

It can be seen that in going from the

to the slowest boarding rate, the pr'obability of being left at
from 1% to about 7%. Put another way, for the regul ar commuter
from every five months (a rare event) to once every three
event'?). Once again, the coefficient of var'iation has a sman,
significant, effect except at the quickest boarding rate.

a stop inclre,,,..
it increases
weeks (a regul
but statisti

The final level-of-service measure attempts to account for some
of passenger comfort.
In particular, it measures passenger crowding in
vehicle in terms of the probability that passengers will be required to
As can be seen in Figure 8, the probability of standing increases as the
rate slows down.
In fact, the probability of standing approximately doubles
the boarding rate changes from fastest to slowest.
Again, the coefficient
variation has a relatively small, though statistically significant, effect.
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From the foregoing results it can be seen that the changes in boarding
have both primary and secondary effects.
The primary effect, which is
evident in the travel time results, is simply the result of spending
times at stops loading and unloading passengers.
As a result the tram
slows down, as expected. The secondary effect, which is evident in the
ts for travel time variability, bunching, waiting time and passenger
ng, is the result of trams departing from schedule because of the occasvery long service time.
This departure from schedule triggers the formof bunches which causes sever'al manifestations of irr'egular service. It is
"."o<Hng to note that the coefficient of variation of the boarding rate has no
on level-of-ser'vice measures exhibiting the pr'imary effect, but is a
n9 factor' to variations in level-of-service measur'es exhibiting the
effect.
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CONCLUSION

-

REFEI

Thi s paper has demonstr ated the effect of different boardi ng rates on
productivity and level-of-service of a tram route. It is shown that sl
boarding f'ates produce a slowet and less reliable service along the route.
variability of boarding rates has no effect on route tr'avel time but
contribute to greater unreliability in the level-of-service offered to
gers. The analysis reported in this paper is, however, only the first step
complete investigation of the changes induced by a change in fare-.coll
strategy.
As noted in Vandebona and Richardson (I982a), the complete
transport evaluation process consists of three distinct modelling phases;
modelling, demand modelling and cost modelling.
This paper has described
one of these phases, that being the supply model.
Knowing that different
collection strategies have different boarding rates and that these, in
result in different route performance does not give the public transport

BOAR!
GUND

FOUV

enough information on which to base a decision about whether to change
collection
factor s.

strategies..

In

particular,

he

needs

to

know

about

three

Firstly, he needs to know whether the changes in the level
offered to passengers will be sufficiently large to affect usage along
route. If so, what will the effect be on revenue collected on that route?
question can be addressed by a demand model.
Secondly, he needs to know

initial cost of implementing the changes in fare-collection strategy, in terms
direct costs (staff and other costs), variable overheads, and fixed over
Thirdly, he needs to be able to cost the changes in productivity brought about
introduction of the new fare-collection strategy.
Both these tasks can
addressed by means of a costing model (e .. g. Benham and Kneebone, 1982). If

FRAS
GRIG

HAWK

JORD

public tr'ansport manager wishes to go fur'ther and conduct an economic analysi
rather

than

the

financial

analysis

outlined

above,

then

he

needs

information about the value of level-of-service changes and the resource
involved in providing the service"
At the present stage of development,
demand and costing models.
It is however being developed with that

objective in mind. Even in its present form, however, it is a useful tool
assist public transport managers in the evaluation of var'ious options for publ
transport r'oute design ..
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